Abstract-Over the years, a variety of web services have started using server-side scripting to deliver results back to a client as a paid or free service; one such server -side scripting language is Java Server Pages(JSP). Also Extensible markup language (XML), is being adopted by most web developers as a tool to describe data .Therefore, we present a conversion method which uses predefined XML tags as input and generates the corresponding JSP code. However, the end users are required to have a basic experience with web pages. This conversion method aims to reduce the time and effort spent by the user (web developer) to get acquainted with JSP. The conversion process abstracts the user from the intricacies of JSP and enables him to focus on the business logic.
INTRODUCTION
Since the birth of dynamic web (with CGI), the web has developed tremendously and is powered by server side technologies like Java Server Pages (JSP), Active Server pages(ASP) ,PHP and others. But the reason why we have chosen JSP as the target code of our converter is because of the advantages that it offers over some of its competitors. Firstly, it uses Java, a language that already has a large skill set of developers and a massive amount of functionality available. Secondly, JSP is portable to other operating systems and Web servers , are platform independent. Also, JSP pages enable cleaner and more module application design because they provide a way to separate applications programming from web page design. This means personnel involved in web page design do not need to understand Java programming language syntax to do their jobs. Though it provides a robust and scalable platform, JSP has a steep learning curve. Therefore, in this paper we present a code conversion process that takes an xml file as input and generates the corresponding JSP code. Our XML has been the choice of input because of it allows us to define our own tags as per requirements. The input xml file consists of input logic (whose JSP scriptlet needs to be generated) and the output is written out to a separate JSP file. The well-formedness (W3C XML specifications) and validity of the input is checked against an XML Schema Definition (XSD) [5] . The validated input is then passed on to an operation handler .Our motivation for the converter has been derived from the conversion process described in "automatic conversion" [1] . For the conversion process we have utilized SAX (Simple API for XML) parser for both the validation and operation handling process. SAX has been chosen over DOM (Document Object Model) parser. The reason for choosing SAX is that for our converter sequential processing suffices and there is no need to retain all the information of the xml document. These reasons make SAX parser approach faster and space efficient in comparison to DOM [2] . The source-code for the converter has been developed using java programming language. In our converter we have incorporated basic error handling mechanism.
PROPOSED WORK JSP elements fall into four groups: directives, scripting, comments and actions. In our proposed conversion process, we mainly focus on the scripting and action tags.JSP scripting consists of the following:
• Declaration: used to declare instance, class variables and method used in a JSP page. Action tags used are:
• forward :syntax:
• include: syntax:
We have used the self descriptive property of XML to define a specific set of tags. These tags are used to define the algorithm(or business logic) of the required JSP page. The input xml file must be well-formed meeting the requirements of having a closing tag for every element and must have a root element. Some of the predefined tags has been shown in the Table  1 .There are some other tags which has not been shown in the table .The user is required to give his input within those tags.
To ensure that the XML input file is valid as per the table shown above, we use XSD or XML schema [5] . An XSD describes the structure of an XML document .An XSD has been used instead of DTD because it is extensible to additions ,it is easier to define restriction on elements and describe the content of document [3] . In the XSD we have applied restrictions using regular expressions [4] on the input given within the tags and the order in which the tags can be nested as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Validation of input against the schema is performed using SAX (Simple API for XML) parser [6] . SAX parser is an event-based serial-access mechanism for accessing XML documents. A SAX parser reads an XML document as a stream and invokes call back functions provided by the application. Compared to a SAX parser, a DOM parser is much more complex, and hence, much slower [2] .Therefore we have used a SAX validation parser to validate the xml file. Following the successful validation of the input xml file against the XSD, we use an operation handler which generates the appropriate JSP scriplet corresponding to the particular xml tag. The operation handler itself has been designed using SAX parser to extract the start, end elements along with the text within the elements as shown in Fig 2. Use of the SAX parsing callback methods to extract the information within the tags is adopted since there is no need to store the data or access it randomly .So it provides a faster and memory efficient approach. Execute the query.
Close the connection. String a=""; a=request.getParameter("t1"); System.out.println(a+""); The flowchart shown in Fig. 5 shows the categories in which the tags have been segregated in terms of the operation handling procedures.
EXPLANATION WITH EXAMPLE
We now explain our work with an example. The Fig. 6 shows an input XML file and Fig. 8 shows the output JSP file. The input file has been designed to update certain columns of a database table. As proposed the input file is checked for well-formedness and validity against the XSD. The xml file is successfully validated as seen in Fig. 7 . Once validated the input is then passed on to the operation handler. As previously described the handler performs certain actions specific to the given category of tags.
In the given example, lines 3-5 represent the declaration part of JSP scripting, corresponding to which we get lines 1-3 in the output file. The variable declaration is performed by a variable handler. After the declaration part is done, every other element comes under the scriptlet part of JSP (lines 6-36). Lines 6-11 represent a standard for-loop ,within which there is a single print statement. The JSP code for it has been generated using a statement and input-output handler respectively. Lines 12-19 in the input file are used to open a database connection. The data enclosed within these tags is passed on to the database handler, which generated corresponding JSP code(lines 9-10) in Fig. 8 . PreparedStatement is used in JSP to write parameterized sql queries and send different parameters by using same sql queries. This statement is represented by lines 20-31 and its equivalent JSP code is generated (lines 11-15) in Fig. 8 . In the end of the XML file, to check if the sql query has been successfully executed, an if statement has been used. The equivalent code is then represented by lines 18-22 in Fig. 8 . The if statements is processed by the statement handler and in case of improper code a user-defined exception is generated .
For the operation handler checkpoints has been kept to ensure that all the loops, if-else block and other statements are properly closed.
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have tried to present a translation process where the user presents the business logic of the pseudo code as an input, and the output is an implementation of the pseudo code in a specific scripting language JSP .The pseudo code is specified in an XML file following the basic rules of XML and conforming to the designed XSD. This method is simple to understand and can be used for other scripting languages as well. An enhancement to this method can be to add intellisense technology which helps us to reduce typos as well as other common mistakes and to compile the JSP page.
[4] Regular Expression Tutorialhttp://www.princeton.edu/~mlovett/reference/RegularExpressions.pdf.
[ [8] Action Tags tutorialhttp://www.javatpoint.com/jsp-action-tags-forward -action. 
